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ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MECHANICAL
ELEMENTS USING ANSYS AND SIMULINK
S. Sztendel, C. Pislaru, A. Longstaff, A. Myers, S. Fletcher, D. Ford
University of Huddersfield, Queensgate, Huddersfield HD1 3DH, UK

ABSTRACT
Modelling and computer simulation play an important role in all engineering disciplines. For the
coupling of different simulation tools interface are necessary, including both aspects of physics,
numerical methods, software engineering, etc. This paper describes the development of the interface
between MATLAB (as a topology optimisation tool) and ANSYS (computer aided engineering software
used for finite element analysis). The setting of the project application in Workbench (ANSYS toolbox)
using APDL programming is described and then the ANSYS results are imported into SIMULINK.
Keywords: ANSYS, Workbench, Interface, MATLAB, FEA, Integrated modelling

1

LITERATURE REVIEW.

Yoon and Manurung (2011) address the development of an intuitive user interface for controlling a
hydraulic backhoe. To build the simulator, they created a 3D model of the backhoe using SolidWorks
2007 SP0. Then 3D model was then imported into SimMechanics along with joint information, and
then configured as input–output control blocks. The simulator was built using MATLAB and SIMULINK
with SimMechanics and the Virtual Reality Toolbox.
Li and Tan (2007) developed a link between ANSYS and Matlab to transfer the data and the system
control between these two software packages. The EM atomic fluxes are calculated in ANSYS and the
atomic flux results are sent to Matlab for the computation of the AFD.
Bathelt and Jönsson (2003) presented implementation of a virtual machine is the first one using xPC
Target. A common PC is used to run the MathWorks products MATLAB, SIMULINK, Real-Time
Workshop, SimMechanics and the Virtual Reality Toolbox. Statespace models generated from
FEMLAB can also be used in Simulink.
Dynamic Analysis and Design System (DADS (2011)) is a computer simulation tool that is used to
predict the behaviour of single or multibody mechanical systems. DADS can also be interfaced with
other software such as OPTIMUS, MATLAB AND Pro/ENGINEER. Virtual.Lab Motion is the next
generation of the popular DADS product. The process of connecting SIMULINK with Virtual.Lab
Motion is fully automated and designers have a minimum amount of work to do in using the combined
solution process.
Structural Dynamics Toolbox (SDT (2011)) enhances MATLAB core capabilities in controls and signal
processing through extensions linked to general 3-D finite element modeling, experimental modal
analysis, test/analysis correlation. SDT FEMLINK provides interfaces with popular formats like
NASTRAN, ANSYS, ABAQUS, SAMCEF, PERMAS.
SIMPACK-Interface to finite element programs (FEMBS(2011) enables the user to incorporate FiniteElement-models into SIMPACK for the representation of flexible bodies in mechanical systems. SIMAT
is Linear System Interface which exports linearised SIMPACK model (Figure 1). The MBS model is
evaluated in SIMPACK, while the controller is simulated within SIMULINK environment.
1D engine & gas dynamics simulation software package from Ricardo Software (Ricardo API(2011))
makes a link between ANSYS FLUENT and WAVE so ANSYS users are able to execute
simultaneously with WAVE through the. There are occasions when it is not possible to model the
entire flow domain in an engine using 3D CFD due to the excessively large mesh and subsequent runtime. CAE analysis programs with the ability to communicate during the simulation are the most
effective tools to design fully integrated systems.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF ANSYS SCRIPT WHICH WILL BE USED IN MATLAB
INTERFACE
To interface ANSYS with Matlab we need a script that controls the running of both programs, plus data
transfer between them (APDL (2011)). So either we need to write a script in Matlab, ANSYS or in a
standalone DOS script. Matlab probably has advanced programming language and is already running
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some of programs. We suggested writing Matlab m file that for a given input set runs APDL input file
for ANSYS to run, and use Matlab to edit the parameters in the file.
In input file (for ANSYS) we include any post processing that is required, and acquired specific results
using ‘*get’ or ‘*vget’. Then we write vectors to a text file using ‘*vwrite’. These can all be written to the
same file, or to separate ones. Now, we can read the text file from your Matlab m file and transfer the
parameters to Matlab.
The *VWRITE (ANSYS(2011) command can be used to output an array column, in addition to scalar
parameters. The array position must be indicated when executing the *VWRITE command. *VWRITE
command cannot be executed inside the GUI, it has to be executed from an input file or macro. The
*VWRITE command prints the data from the starting position on down to the end of the column.
The output that results can be re-directed with the /OUTPUT or with the *CFOPEN and *CFCLOS
commands. The following two macros can be used to make calling the *VWRITE command easy. The
array must exist, having been created with a *DIM command.
The macro for a 3-dimensional array could be written so that it tests ARG2, ARG3, and ARG4 to see if
they are zero. If they are zero, then they presumably were not entered, and the correct form of a
*VWRITE command could be used to print a scalar, 1-D array, 2-D array, or 3-D array, as appropriate.
Its use would be very error prone without error checking code. A scalar need not have its name
enclosed in single quotes in calling this macro, but an array would have to be enclosed in single
quotes as in the above example.

The exclamation point character ‘(!)’ sometimes called bang, is a shell escape and indicates that the
rest of the input line is a command to the operating system. Use it to invoke utilities or call other
executable programs without quitting MATLAB.

3 RUNNING EXTERNAL PROGRAMS FROM MATLAB
After the external program completes or we quit the program, the operating system returns control to
MATLAB. We can add ‘&’ to the end of the line, such as ‘!dir &’ on Windows platforms to display the
output in a separate window or to run the application in background mode. For example ‘excel.exe &’
opens Microsoft Excel software and returns control to the Command Window so you can continue
running MATLAB language statements.
We can run created files that contain code in the MATLAB language. For a MATLAB script, we use the
run function and specify the full pathname to a script.
It is necessary to ensure that the file is in the current folder or on the search path; otherwise, MATLAB
returns an undefined function or variable error or a file not found error. The first thing is to make the
text file using ANSYS. We can save this data in the file called /blog/vectordata.txt.
To tell MATLAB what is the name of the file to use we need to type:
‘filen=’W:/blog/vectordata.txt’
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Now the file needs to be opened by using the ‘fopen’ command. This also assigns an integer to the
file called the ‘filehandler’. This integer is automatically assigned by MATLAB and is a unique integer
for any open file. The ‘r’ stands for the file being opened for reading. The other choices are ‘w’ for
writing and ‘a’ for appending : ‘fh=fopen(filen,’r')‘
Now we need to get the data from the file which is identified through the file identifier variable. The
‘fgets’ command does this and every time ‘fgets’ is used, it reads the next line :’A_vector=fgets(fh)’
However, this reads the whole line of data as a single string so we need to get it as a vector A with the
few entries. We do this by using the sscanf command that parses the string variable into the format
used by ‘sscanf’. The format used here is ‘%f’ which is a floating point format. The other formats for
reading numbers include %e for scientific format and ‘%d’ for integers. ‘A=sscanf(A_vector,’%f’)’
The data and system control exchange method can be applied to any simulation involved finite
element analysis using ANSYS to enhance the data processing capability.
The MATLAB load Command
There is more than one way to read data into MATLAB from a file. The simplest, though least flexible,
procedure is to use the load command to read the entire contents of the file in a single step. The load
command requires that the data in the file be organized into a rectangular array. One useful form of
the load command is ‘load name.ext’ where `name.ext' is the name of the file containing the data. The
result of this operation is that the data in `name.ext' is stored in the MATLAB matrix variable called
‘name’. The `ext' string is any three character extension, typically `dat'. Any extension except `mat'
indicates to MATLAB that the data is stored as plain ASCII text. A `mat' extension is reserved for
MATLAB matrix files.

4 INTERFACING MATLAB AND ANSYS
The plan was to use finite element to produce differential equations representing a nodal structure.
Then the computational and simulation environment converted them to a modal version and then to a
reduced order space-state model, easy to be analyzed with the traditional control system theory and
tools.
For initial Set up we start ANSYS to Set Working Directory, Preferences and Specify Initial job name.
We next select the appropriate element type(s) for our problem and specify Material Properties. We
make the model into finite elements to get the corresponding volume meshes (Figure 2).
All data required for the analysis should be specified in Specify Boundary Conditions & Loadingmaster degrees of freedom in a reduced analysis, appropriate convergence criteria for nonlinear
analyses, frequency range for harmonic response analysis, and so on. Before we start the solve
solution, we check our model for errors. The ANSYS is very fault prone, because of substantial
actions in the graphical environment.
The SOLUTION processor is used to define the analysis type and analysis options, apply loads,
specify load step options, and initiate the finite element solution. Post Processing plots the deformed
and un-deformed shapes in the Graphics window (Figure 3). The structural responses, such as strains
and stresses are calculate and saved in arrays (Figure 4) using the ANSYS command ‘‘*VWRITE’’, the
value of the respective deformation is written into a file in a formatted sequence. ‘‘*VWRITE’’
command have to be contained in an externally prepared file and read into ANSYS. We have made a
‘namedSelection’ for the position where the displacement output of the model is required. From the
Named selection the ANSYS command script have saved a file, txt.
Parametric Design Language ADPL from ANSYS is a very powerful tool, and allows making a script to
manage variety of sensitivity studies in a short time. Only the essential parameters and inputs are
required from the ANSYS Workbench (Figure 5). After the data is extracted from ANSYS and stored in
a text file, the string/SYS, ‘C:MATLAB.exe/r filename.m’ is executed. By executing the string, the
system control will be passed to Matlab environment without quitting ANSYS and the ‘filename.m’ is
the Matlab m file used to extract the ANSYS data from the txt file. In the m file, the Matlab command
‘‘load’’ and a few nested ‘‘for’’ loops are used to read and sort the ANSYS data into Matlab from the txt
file to calculate the flux divergence in a 3-D matrix.
To quit Matlab, the command ‘‘exit’’ is executed, and the system control will then return to ANSYS and
continue with the ANSYS commands before the control was passed to Matlab. To show that the
scripts are working a final SIMULINK block with imported data is presented here- (see Figure 6).
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Whilst perfectly suited to model the elasticity ANSYS-FEA-Software is too limited to realize a full
simulation of mechanism together by the process. Matlab, however, offers great freedom to develop
own algorithms and routines while still providing a lot of well tested functions out of the box and is thus
a good choice for simulation.
The simulation is launched in MATLAB then moving parameters and the input file to ANSYS. A
detailed finite element model of the mechanism has been constructed using the FE package. In
ANSYS we have set the project in the workbench with essential command lists. Setting data in
ANSYS and Inputting data to Matlab has been performed automatically according to a pre-coded
command flow without outside intervention. The data and system control exchange method can be
applied to any simulation involving finite element analysis using ANSYS to enhance the data
processing capability.
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Figure 1 Co-Simulation Interface to MATLAB / SIMULINK models using SIMPACK (FEMBS, 2011)
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Figure 2 Modelled finite elements with corresponding volume meshes.

Figure 3 Post Processing plots - the deformed and un-deformed shapes
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Figure 4 Results in the graphics window - can be accessed in text file.

Figure 5 Setting the project in Workbench (ANSYS toolbox)

Figure 6 Importing acquired displacement data to SIMULINK model
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